
Audio Solutions for Healthcare



Stay Connected in Today’s Healthcare
Plantronics Has the Right Audio Solution  
for Your Environment

Savi® 700 Series   
Enjoy the freedom to work away from your desk with the unique applications of 
the Savi 700 Series. Conference with multiple MDs and/or practice telemedicine 
with ease. 

With multi-device connectivity, a newly designed convertible headset – the 
lightest DECT™ headset on the market – and up to 350 feet of wireless range, 
now you can easily manage PC, mobile and desk phone calls with an intelligent 
wireless headset system. 

W745*: Convertible Wireless Headset System

• Hot swappable battery

• Unlimited talk time with deluxe charging cradle is standard
•  Optimized for Microsoft® Lync™ 2010, Microsoft OCS 2007  

also available

W740*: Convertible Wireless Headset System

• Unlimited talk time with deluxe charging cradle is an option
•  Optimized for Microsoft® Lync® 2010, Microsoft OCS 2007  

also available.

W730: Over-the-ear Wireless Headset System

W710/W720: Over-the-head Wireless Headset System  
(Monaural and Binaural)

Savi Share 
The perfect audio device system for the 
nurses’ station, the Savi system enables 
workers from multiple shifts to use 
their own personal Savi headset on a 
shared five-unit charging station, by 
removing the headset cradle from 
the base and placing it on the 
charger. This helps maintain 
a more hygienic workplace 
and reduces costs.

Healthcare professionals do so much more than work in one office setting. They are staying connected via PC, 
tablet, laptop, and by both mobile and desk phones. A quality audio device is essential for providing that critical 
link to being heard and hearing clearly. Headsets have become an absolute necessity for VoIP calls, PC audio, 
speech recognition, teleconferencing, and telemedicine. Plantronics audio devices are simple to set-up and use 
and are designed to let you hear and be heard, with the clearest, most natural sound possible.

With Plantronics, healthcare professionals have the advantages of increased productivity with hands-free 
functionality, reduced error rates caused by miscommunication and less risk of phone-related neck and shoulder 
stress injuries. Through their advanced technologies, many Plantronics audio devices offer better compliance 
with security and HIPAA privacy regulations.

Audio Devices that Prove Their Worth

* Unlimited talk time with deluxe charging cradle kit, comes standard with Savi 745. 
Available as an accessory with Savi 740.



CS500™ Series 
For medical offices or doctors in private practice, Plantronics’ legendary CS family is setting a new 
wireless standard for desk phone communication with the CS500 Series. The new system features 
a convertible headset, streamlined design and improved performance. Choose from four different 
wearing styles, all with the same renowned reliability.

CS540: Convertible Wireless Headset System; CS530: Over-the-ear Wireless Headset System;  
CS510/CS520: Over-the-head Wireless Headset System (Monaural and Binaural)

Savi® 400 Series 
The Savi 400 Series headsets are perfect for PC-based medical office workers. It’s the only 
PC-based wireless headset system with DECT technology that lets you roam up to 300 feet 
from your PC. You can also control volume, end calls, and mute from your headset. Experience 
amazing audio quality and increased portability — with a high-quality carrying case. Choose from 
four wearing styles, including the Savi 440, the lightest DECT headset on the market featuring a 
replaceable battery for unlimited talk time.

W440: Convertible Wireless Headset System;  
W430: Over-the-ear Wireless Headset System; 
W410/W420: Over-the-head Wireless Headset System (Monaural and Binaural)

Voyager Legend™ UC
Plantronics Voyager Legend UC headset meets the demands of mobile professionals like never 
before. With connectivity to PC and smartphone or tablet, the Voyager Legend UC has smart 
sensors, precisely-tuned audio, voice controls and advanced charging accessories. It’s the only 
headset to keep you connected throughout your busy work day.

B235: Bluetooth® Headset

Calisto® 620
An ideal telemedicine tool, the Calisto 620 speakerphone facilitates conferencing and a private office 
environment as well. The only wireless speakerphone that integrates calls from your laptop, smartphone 
or tablet in a portable solution that sounds great and sets up easily – all without cords or fuss.

P620: Wireless Speakerphone

Blackwire® 700 Series
The Blackwire 700 Series headsets are versatile for medical office workers who need high-quality 
PC audio and seamless Bluetooth® connectivity to mobile phones and tablets. Whether for video 
conferencing or speech recognition – you’ll experience the perfect balance of style, flexibility and 
excellent sound. It’s a singular solution that combines corded reliability with wireless flexibility.

C710: Monaural 
C720: Stereo
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Optimized for the clearest voice transmission.   
A quality audio device is a necessity for healthcare professionals to work more efficiently whether they are in the office or 
on-the-go. Medical office personnel can move about consulting charts or accessing patient information while providing outstanding 
customer service on the phone. Our Bluetooth headset models let doctors roam the hospital freely while staying connected when 
critical health and medical issues are at stake. Plantronics audio devices enable them to hear and be heard clearly and hands-free.

Support and Warranty

All Plantronics products are covered by a limited manufacturer’s warranty. For questions about 
your headset, technical support or warranty, contact Plantronics Technical Assistance Center at 
888-598-7341 or go to: plantronics.com/support for more options.

Public Sector Resources

Dedicated Hotline: 1-800-544-4660 (prompt 5, ext. 4063)
plantronics.com/gov

“ The product line of Plantronics headsets, both wired & wireless, have been a tremendous asset in our deployment of 
OCS 2007 for our user base. The ease of use and reliability of the product lines have been outstanding and we receive 
constant praise from our user base for selecting this product.”

 – IT Manager, Large Enterprise Healthcare Company


